
SNA Basics IV
Network Topography

@ Sean F. Everton

Place a header at the top of your script that tells you what you called it, what it accomplishes, etc.
#################################################
# What: Network Topography in R
# File: snab5.R
# Created: 02.28.29
# Revised: 06.25.18
#################################################

Data

For this exercise, we’ll once again use the Anabaptist Leadership network and its related attribute data, both
of which can be found in the zipped file: SNB3 (Data).zip. If you recall, the dataset includes 67 actors, 55
who were sixteenth century Anabaptist leaders and 12 who were prominent Protestant Reformation leaders
who had contact with and influenced some of the Anabaptist leaders included in this dataset. These network
data build upon a smaller dataset (Matthews et al., 2013) that did not include some leading Anabaptist
leaders, such as Menno Simons, who is generally seen as the “founder” of the Amish and Mennonites.

Note: It is difficult to calculate the E-I index in statnet and igraph, but a special package, isnar, has been
developed that does. Its functionality is demonstrated at the end of this lab

Setup

Clear the workspace each time before beginning.
rm(list=ls())

Set your working directory to where the data are, so you don’t have to include the entire path when importing
and exporting data, files, etc.
setwd("~/Dropbox/Networks and Religion (Book)/Website/Labs/SNA Basics 5")

Network Topography in statnet

We need to first load the libraries we plan to use. The sna and network libraries are part of the statnet
package; intergraph allows us to convert a network object to an igraph object, which we’ll use later. Because
igraph and sna conflict with one another, we can’t load them at the same time. Well, we can, but it only
causes unnecessary trouble.
library(sna)
library(network)
library(intergraph)

Import the Anabaptist Leadership network. Here, we’ll read in the csv file just to remind folks that R can
import multiple file formats.
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anabaptist.mat <- as.matrix(read.csv(("Anabaptist Leaders.csv"),header=TRUE,
row.names=1,check.names=FALSE))

anabaptist.net <- as.network(anabaptist.mat)

Network size is easy to get
anabaptist.size <- network.size(anabaptist.net)

As we note in the companion UCINET and Pajek lab, network density equals actual ties divided by all
possible ties. However, density tends to decrease as social networks get larger because the number of possible
ties increases exponentially, whereas the number of ties that each actor can maintain tends to be limited.
Consequently, we can only use it to compare networks of the same size. An alternative to network density is
average degree centrality, which is not sensitive to network size and thus can be used to compare different
sized networks. Let’s see how we can get these two measures in statnet.
anabaptist.den <- gden(anabaptist.net,mode="graph")
anabaptist.den
## [1] 0.08276798
anabaptist.mean <- mean(degree(anabaptist.net,gmode="graph"))
anabaptist.mean
## [1] 5.462687

In statnet the command connectedness calculates what UCINET calls cohesion.
anabaptist.coh <- connectedness(anabaptist.net)
anabaptist.coh
## [1] 1
anabaptist.frag <- 1-anabaptist.coh
anabaptist.frag
## [1] 0

Because the network is not disconnected, cohesion = 1.00 (and fragmentation = 0.00). However, with a
little manipulation, we can also compute distance weighted cohesion and fragmentation, what UCINET calls
compactness and breadth.
anabaptist.gd <- geodist(anabaptist.net,inf.replace=0) ## get geodesic distances
anabaptist.rdis <- 1/anabaptist.gd$gdist ## get reciprocal of geodesic distances
diag(anabaptist.rdis) <- NA ## assign NA to diagonal
anabaptist.rdis[anabaptist.rdis == Inf] <- 0 ## replace infinity with 0 (if necessary)

anabaptist.comp <- mean(anabaptist.rdis,na.rm=TRUE) ## Compactness = mean of reciprocal distances
anabaptist.comp
## [1] 0.3800372
anabaptist.brth <- 1-anabaptist.comp ## Breadth = additive inverse
anabaptist.brth
## [1] 0.6199628

Here’s how to get geodesic information on a network and then use it to calculate average distance and
diameter. Note that we used the first command in the previous step, so we didn’t really need to use it again.

Because the “geodist” command returns mulitple values (see the help function), we need to specifically extract
the geodesic distances that were calculated by command; we do this using the **$gdist We also need to set
the diagonal of each the geodistance network to NA rather than 0, otherwise our scores take into account the
diagonal.

After all that is done, then for average distance we simply get the mean of the geodesic distances, and for the
diameter, we get the maximum.
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anabaptist.gd <- geodist(anabaptist.net,inf.replace=NA)

anabaptist.geo <- anabaptist.gd$gdist
diag(anabaptist.geo) <- NA

anabaptist.avgdist <- mean(anabaptist.geo,na.rm=TRUE)
anabaptist.avgdist
## [1] 3.354138
anabaptist.diam <- max(anabaptist.gd$gdist,na.rm = TRUE)
anabaptist.diam
## [1] 9

Let’s create a table of interconnectedness scores and save them to a csv file
type <- c("Size","Density","Average Degree","Cohesion","Fragmentation","Compactness",

"Breadth","Average Distance","Diameter")
scores <- c(anabaptist.size,anabaptist.den,anabaptist.mean,anabaptist.coh,

anabaptist.frag,anabaptist.comp,anabaptist.brth,
anabaptist.avgdist,anabaptist.diam)

interconnectedness <- data.frame(type,scores)
colnames(interconnectedness) <- c("Metric","Score")
interconnectedness
## Metric Score
## 1 Size 67.00000000
## 2 Density 0.08276798
## 3 Average Degree 5.46268657
## 4 Cohesion 1.00000000
## 5 Fragmentation 0.00000000
## 6 Compactness 0.38003722
## 7 Breadth 0.61996278
## 8 Average Distance 3.35413840
## 9 Diameter 9.00000000
write.csv(interconnectedness,file="interconnectedness.csv",row.names=FALSE)

Network centralization, variance, and standard deviation are measures that can capture the hierarchical
dimension of a network’s topography. They help researchers determine how hierarchical (or non-hierarchical)
a network. Centralization uses the variation in actor centrality (as compared to the highest centrality score)
within the network to measure the level of centralization. More variation yields higher network centralization
scores, while less yields lower scores. In general, the larger a centralization index is, the more likely it is that
a single actor is very central while the other actors are not. Thus, the index can be seen as measuring how
unequal the distribution of individual actor scores are. Because we can calculate centralization using different
measures of centrality (e.g., degree, betweenness, closeness, and eigenvector), we need to interpret the results
in light of the type of centrality used. Centralization scores range from 0.00 – 1.00 (or 0 – 100%) when
analyzing dichotomized data. If you are analyzing valued data, centralization scores will sometimes be larger
than 1.00; thus, it’s generally a good idea to dichotomize your data before estimating network centralization.

Here’s how to get centralization scores for the four primary measures of centrality. Note the special command
for ARD (average reciprocal distance) closeness, which is what we want to use when we’re analyzing a
disconnected network. That is not the case here, but it’s helpful to know the command.
anabaptist.degcent <- centralization(anabaptist.net,degree,mode="graph")
anabaptist.degcent
## [1] 0.1645688
anabaptist.betcent <- centralization(anabaptist.net,betweenness,mode="graph")
anabaptist.betcent
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## [1] 0.1974781
anabaptist.clocent <- centralization(anabaptist.net,closeness,mode="graph")
anabaptist.clocent
## [1] 0.2199767
anabaptist.ARDcent <- centralization(anabaptist.net,closeness,cmode="suminvundir")
anabaptist.ARDcent
## [1] 0.3061346
anabaptist.eigcent <- centralization(anabaptist.net,evcent,mode="graph")
anabaptist.eigcent
## [1] 0.3067772

Variance and standard deviation are similar to centralization. They differ from centralization in that rather
comparing individual scores to the highest centrality score, they compare individual scores to the average
centrality score. Because standard deviation is the square root of the variance, it is probably preferable to
variance because it returns it returns to the original unit of analysis.

Here’s how to get the standard deviation of the network
anabaptist.degsd <- sd(degree(anabaptist.net,gmode="graph"))
anabaptist.degsd
## [1] 3.434797
anabaptist.betsd <- sd(betweenness(anabaptist.net,gmode="graph"))
anabaptist.betsd
## [1] 110.4204
anabaptist.closd <- sd(closeness(anabaptist.net,gmode="graph"))
anabaptist.closd
## [1] 0.05769685
anabaptist.ARDsd <- sd(closeness(anabaptist.net,cmode="suminvundir"))
anabaptist.ARDsd
## [1] 0.07458466
anabaptist.eigsd <- sd(evcent(anabaptist.net,gmode="graph"))
anabaptist.eigsd
## [1] 0.0801868

Let’s create a table of centralization scores and save them to a csv file
type2 <- c("Degree","Betweenness","Closeness","ARD Closeness","Eigenvector")
cent <- c(anabaptist.degcent,anabaptist.betcent,anabaptist.clocent,

anabaptist.ARDcent,anabaptist.eigcent)
sd <- c(anabaptist.degsd,anabaptist.betsd,anabaptist.closd,

anabaptist.ARDsd,anabaptist.eigsd)
centralization <- data.frame(type2,cent,sd)
colnames(centralization) <- c("Type","Centralization","Standard Deviation")
centralization
## Type Centralization Standard Deviation
## 1 Degree 0.1645688 3.43479680
## 2 Betweenness 0.1974781 110.42040498
## 3 Closeness 0.2199767 0.05769685
## 4 ARD Closeness 0.3061346 0.07458466
## 5 Eigenvector 0.3067772 0.08018680
write.csv(centralization,file="centralization.csv",row.names=FALSE)
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Network Topography in igraph

Let’s move to igraph and see how to do things there. We won’t create a table, though, since the process is
the same

Load igraph and detach sna
library(igraph)
detach("package:sna", unload=TRUE)

Transform the network object to a igraph object
anabaptist.ig <- asIgraph(anabaptist.net)
anabaptist.ig <- as.undirected(anabaptist.ig)
anabaptist.ig
## IGRAPH eb1a7df U--- 67 183 --
## + attr: na (v/l), vertex.names (v/c)
## + edges from eb1a7df:
## [1] 1-- 3 3-- 4 3-- 5 4-- 5 3-- 6 5-- 6 3-- 7 5-- 7 3-- 8 5-- 8
## [11] 6-- 8 3-- 9 5-- 9 3--10 5--10 6--10 3--11 3--12 11--12 5--13
## [21] 5--14 4--15 8--15 10--15 1--16 15--16 1--17 15--17 16--17 3--18
## [31] 8--18 10--18 15--18 15--19 16--19 18--19 8--20 8--21 8--22 18--23
## [41] 19--23 23--24 1--25 22--25 23--25 24--25 19--26 24--26 19--27 23--27
## [51] 1--28 17--28 25--28 28--29 28--30 29--30 25--31 28--31 29--31 30--31
## [61] 19--32 18--33 19--33 23--33 18--34 19--34 33--34 19--35 23--35 33--35
## [71] 34--35 19--36 21--36 19--37 21--38 8--39 38--39 21--40 21--41 36--41
## + ... omitted several edges

We could’ve brought the data in from the csv file this way
anabaptist.dat <-read.csv("Anabaptist Leaders.csv",header=TRUE,row.names=1,check.names=FALSE)
anabaptist.matrix <- as.matrix(anabaptist.dat)
anabaptist.ig2 <- graph.adjacency(anabaptist.matrix,mode="undirected",weighted=NULL)
anabaptist.ig2
## IGRAPH 6bbc0fc UN-- 67 183 --
## + attr: name (v/c)
## + edges from 6bbc0fc (vertex names):
## [1] Martin Luther --Ulrich Zwingli
## [2] Martin Luther --Thomas Muntzer
## [3] Martin Luther --Andreas Carlstadt
## [4] Martin Luther --Caspar Schwenckfeld
## [5] Martin Luther --Melchior Hofmann
## [6] Martin Luther --Philipp Melanchthon
## [7] Martin Luther --Martin Bucer
## [8] John Calvin --Wolfgang Capito
## + ... omitted several edges

Here’s how to get the several topographical measures
# Count, density, average degree
vcount(anabaptist.ig)
## [1] 67
graph.density(anabaptist.ig)
## [1] 0.08276798
mean(degree(anabaptist.ig))
## [1] 5.462687
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# Clustering Coefficient
transitivity(anabaptist.ig,type="global") # traditional transitivity measure
## [1] 0.3557214
transitivity(anabaptist.ig,type="local") # gives you the local transitivity scores (for each ego)
## [1] 0.2857143 1.0000000 0.1923077 0.3333333 0.3818182 0.6666667 0.2380952
## [8] 0.2527473 0.6666667 0.4000000 1.0000000 1.0000000 1.0000000 1.0000000
## [15] 0.2222222 0.3333333 0.5000000 0.2545455 0.2166667 0.5000000 0.2142857
## [22] 0.7000000 0.3888889 0.3333333 0.2500000 0.3333333 1.0000000 0.3214286
## [29] 0.4285714 0.4285714 0.3928571 0.5000000 0.7619048 0.8000000 0.8666667
## [36] 0.3571429 NaN 0.0000000 0.0000000 NaN 0.8333333 0.5000000
## [43] NaN 0.4000000 1.0000000 0.0000000 0.1666667 0.4444444 0.4444444
## [50] 1.0000000 NaN 0.4722222 0.4444444 0.5000000 0.2380952 0.5000000
## [57] 1.0000000 0.3333333 0.5000000 0.0000000 0.3000000 0.0000000 0.3333333
## [64] 0.3111111 0.3111111 NaN 0.0000000
mean(transitivity(anabaptist.ig,type="local"),na.rm=TRUE) # average of local = clustering coefficient
## [1] 0.4605426

# Cohesion and Fragmentation
cohesion(anabaptist.ig)
## [1] 1
1-cohesion(anabaptist.ig)
## [1] 0

# Compactness and Breadth
d <- distances(anabaptist.ig)
recd <- 1/d
diag(recd) <- NA

mean(recd,na.rm=TRUE) #Compactness
## [1] 0.3800372
1-mean(recd,na.rm=TRUE) #Breadth
## [1] 0.6199628

# Diameter and Average Path Distance
diameter(anabaptist.ig)
## [1] 9
average.path.length(anabaptist.ig)
## [1] 3.354138

anab.degcent <- centralization.degree(anabaptist.ig,loops=FALSE)
anab.degcent$centralization
## [1] 0.1645688
anab.betcent <- centralization.betweenness(anabaptist.ig)
anab.betcent$centralization
## [1] 0.1974781
anab.clocent <- centralization.closeness(anabaptist.ig)
anab.clocent$centralization
## [1] 0.2199767
anab.eigcent <- centralization.evcent(anabaptist.ig,scale=FALSE)
anab.eigcent$centralization
## [1] 0.3067772

sd(degree(anabaptist.ig))
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## [1] 3.434797
sd(closeness(anabaptist.ig,normalized=TRUE))
## [1] 0.05769685
sd(betweenness(anabaptist.ig))
## [1] 110.4204
sd(evcent(anabaptist.ig,scale=FALSE)$vector)
## [1] 0.0801868

Calculating the E-I Index with isnar

The E-I Index is not common to many R packages, and it is not as simple as one would think it would be to
program. However, there is a package called isnar that does caculate it. It is written and maintained by
Michal Bojanowski m.bojanowski@icm.edu.pl as a supplement to igraph. The only thing is that isnar is only
available through Git Hub. Git Hub is a repository for open-source software, like R packages in development.
Follow these steps to install isnar :

Install the devtools package
install.packages("devtools")

Load the devtools package
library(devtools)

With devtools running, you can now easily install isnar. The packeges are listed in GitHub as “author/package”.
install_github("mbojan/isnar")

After installing, load the package.
library(isnar)

To estimate the E-I index, first create an attribute vector Here, we’ll use the Melchiorite attribute included
in the attribute file. The answer (thankfully) is the same as the one we got using UCINET.
attributes.mat <- as.matrix(read.csv("Anabaptist Attributes.csv",header=TRUE,

row.names=1,check.names=FALSE))
melchiorite.vec <- attributes.mat[,6]
ei(anabaptist.ig,melchiorite.vec)
## [1] -0.9344262

That’s all for now
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